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about.

It’s the start of yet another year, which means it’s
time to create some gung-ho goals for yourself,
right?
But while everyone else is signing up for a gym
memberships they won’t use, why don’t you do
focus some of that productive energy towards
optimizing your website instead?
Because you’re a Thrive Themes Member, we
know you’re serious about building both great
looking and conversion focused websites.
So while the energy of the new year is still fresh
in your sails, here’s a quick checklist of tasks to
help you optimize your site’s backend,
conversions on the frontend, and content
creation systems to bring more value to your
visitors.

YOUR 2019 CONVERSION FOCUSED WEBSITE CHECKLIST:
Here’s a list of 7 big tasks to complete — listed in checklist
format — that you can start working on right now to
improve and optimize your website.

PART 1
TECHNICAL CHECKUP TASKS
The first 4 checkup tasks discussed below focus on your
WordPress site's backend and what you can do to bump the
security, speed and capabilities of your site:

1. Make sure your site is SSL Secure
When your site loads in a browser, does it show http:// or https:// before your
domain name?
If it’s still displaying http:// — you better sit down ‘cause we need to have a
little chat.
Is everything okay at home?
What’s going on kiddo? You can tell me... I mean, why haven’t you upgraded
your site to start using a free Let’s Encrypt SSL Certificate yet?
All kidding aside though, if your site is still operating in the unencrypted dark
ages, Google as well as your visitors are probably punishing you with
decreased organic traffic and increased bounce rates.
If this applies to you, get this taken care of ASAP, okay? Hosting companies
worth their salt (like WPX Hosting) actually make this step one-click simple.

2. Delete Your Old, Outdated and Unnecessary Plugins
Assess the state of your current plugins to replace and/or delete any outdated,
unused or unnecessary tools.
For example, now that Thrive Architect has a built in Contact Form element,
do you really need Contact Form 7 anymore? If not, out with the old & in with
the new to eliminate such unnecessary plugins from dragging down your site.
Other examples of unnecessary 3rd-party plugins your Thrive Themes
Membership has made unnecessary include:
Click to Tweet plugins
Countdown Timer plugins
Pricing table plugins
Online Quiz plugins
Blog comment plugins

3. Add These Plugins to Your WordPress Tool Stack
Speaking of your WordPress tool stack, here’s a few plugins you should
consider installing and deploying if you haven’t already:
All the Thrive Themes plugins — you know which ones you haven’t had time to
learn yet… maybe now’s a good time! ;-)
Akismet Anti-Spam — block spam from getting getting posted on your
blog.
Pretty Links — design and shorten your links to track (affiliate) clicks.
W3 Total Cache — Improve the speed of your site with this caching plugin.
Yoast SEO — optimize your site for search engines & the metadata you
provide.

4. Keep Your Website Up to Date & Secure
Here’s some general website housekeeping habits you should implement if
you haven’t already:
Have a way to backup your website on a frequent basis and before you
make big site changes or updates.
Certain hosts like WPX Hosting will do this for automatically on daily basis
and give you the ability to create user initiated backups before you make a
big change on your site.
Update your site with the latest version of WordPress soon after release.
However, make sure to backup your site first just in case anything breaks
in the update.
Same goes for your plugins. Make sure to update them as soon as it’s
practical for your site — always making sure to do a site-wide backup in
case the changes negatively impact your business.

PRO TIP FOR PLUGIN UPDATES
Always update plugin-by-plugin instead of batch updating.
If a plugin update happens to break something on your site, it will be
much easier to figure out which plugin caused the conflict if you update
them one-by-one and check how your site looks after each plugin
modification.
The flow you should follow is:
1. Create a full backup of your site.
2. Update 1 — and only 1 — plugin.
3. Check how your site looks including important elements such as your
opt-in forms and purchase buttons.
4. If all looks good, continue by updating the next outdated plugin on
your site and then perform the same checks again.
5. Follow this workflow until all your plugins have been updated.

PART 2
CONVERSION OPTIMIZATION
CHECKUP TASKS
The next checklist item 4 focuses on what steps you can do
today to get a conversion optimization bump with the least
amount of effort:

5. A/B Tests You Should Start Running Today
A/B testing is another habit you should make a habit of launching for your
Headlines, Opt-in Forms and Landing Pages. Of course, the Thrive Themes
plugins make it super easy to create and launch A/B tests for each of these
scenarios.
Here’s some great resources to help you identify low effort, high potential
reward A/B tests on your site right now:
How To Craft and Deploy Conversion Boosting A/B Tests So Fast, You'll
Actually Run Them - Our A/B Testing Toolkit to help you get started fast.
Starting Your First A/B Test? Brace for Disappointment! - Manage your A/B
testing expectations to keep the real conversion optimization prize in sight.
Stealing Google’s Fire: Powerful A/B Testing for the Solopreneur - A/B
Testing Principles to Embrace for the long haul.
Discover How You Can A/B Test Even With Low Traffic - Got a low traffic
website? This A/B testing article is for you!
A/B Testing for Non-Mathematicians - Yup, you don’t have to be a rocket
surgeon to pull of conversion boosting A/B tests for your online business.

PART 3
CONTENT CREATION
CHECKUP TASKS

The final 2 checklist items deal with how you can improve your
content creation process to boost your loyal fan base and
audience consistently throughout the upcoming year:

6. Publish QUALITY Content Consistently
Building a loyal audience of fans that actually care about your business and
root for you to succeed is crucial for small businesses like yours.
Don’t believe me, watch Content Marketing expert Joe Pulizzi talk about why
this is so important, big companies are starting to buy up audiences like yours
since they’ve done such a bad job at it:

If you need some assistance coming up with content ideas, getting it written
and then shipped on time every [month / week / day] — don’t we all! — here’s
some great articles from the Thrive Themes Blog to help you do just that:
The Almost Perfect Piece of Content, Content Sensei Part 1 - Shane breaks
down what a great piece of high value content looks like.

The One-Two Punch of Entertainment and Insight – Content Sensei Part 2
- Shane breaks down another example of what makes great content great.
Content Patterns: How to Create Better Content, Faster - Want to make
outlining & structuring your posts super easy? Read this.
The 5 Types of Blog Posts that Need to Be Part of Your Content Marketing
Strategy - Need I say more?
Discover the New & Improved Content Template Feature - Learning how
to use this element in Thrive Architect will make your life waaay easier.
24 Tools To Create Better Content Faster - Implement these tools to help
yourself create and deliver content for your site faster.
20 + 1 Must Have Chrome Extensions To Accelerate Your Content Creation
- Here’s some super useful Google Chrome tools that can help you take
care of the small technical minutiae — like taking screenshots, etc. — even
faster.

7. Must Have Pieces of Content To Create if You Don’t Have
Them Already
Finally, there’s some cornerstone pieces of content your site needs to deliver
for free to start bringing big value to target readers and customers in your
niche.
The following posts will make sure you’ve got these covered to ultimately get
more organic traffic, grow your list, and boost your conversions in the long
haul:

How to Create Ultimate Guides that Convert Like Crazy - Learn how to
craft ultimate guides like a pro.
And just to show you how effectively this content project can be done
using the Thrive Themes suite of plugins, here’s a great Thrive Themes built
site doing this in the wild: SellCoursesOnline.com: How To Create and Sell
an Online Course

Create a Marketing Funnel By Writing These 3 Blog Posts - The next three
blog posts you should make sure get published on your website.
Thrive University Course: Next Gen List Building Tactics - There’s a right
and a wrong way to try and build your email list. Take this free Thrive
University course to see how to deploy your very first opt-in forms and then
improve your lead gen process from there.

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN
Don’t let the positive energy the New Year provides pass you by!
Jump into this website New Year's Resolution Checklist now so you
can get as many of these website optimizing tasks checked off the list
as soon as possible.

